
Just for starters...
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Drill four holes into a solid, structural ceiling member, and secure the 
ceiling mount base to the ceiling.

2. Choose the length combination based on actual environment. 
(CM-01S doesn’t include Type 2 and Type 3.)

Connect the main body connector to the projector bracket (illustration 1), 
and then screw up four screws (illustration 2).

Adjust the angle and positioning as necessary.

Note: It is recommended that you keep a reasonable space between the bracket and the projector to allow for proper heat distribution.   
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Illustration 1 Illustration 2 
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Type 1: 
For the standard size use three bracket screws to mount the projector to the 
ceiling mount bracket.

 Type 2 and Type 3: 
Alternatively, for the larger size, use the sliding extensions for more supports. 

Type 2 Type 3 Type 1 



Universal Ceiling Mount

Note: 1. Acer recommends that you consult an electrician or carpenter if you are not comfortable with the installation  process. 
2. The length of CM-01S from ceiling mount base to projector bracket is 11cm, while the length of CM-02S is adjustable from 11cm to 64cm.
3. This ceiling mounting can sustain a projector up to 20 kg weight.
4. The thread type of all the included screws are in metric.

Item / Type #  Image (x Quantity) 

1. Screw Type A X12
-25mm length / 3mm & 4mm diameter 

2. Screw Type B X3 

-12mm length / 5mm width

3. Main Body Connector X1 

4. Larger Washer X3 

5. Small Fat Cap X3 

6. Heat Buffer Piece X3 

7. Sliding Extension A X3 

8. Sliding Extension B X3 

9. Ceiling Mount Base X1

10. Projector Bracket X1 

11. Short Rod X1 

12. Long Rod X1 

13. Connecting Screw

14. Screw Type C X1 

Usage 

Attach projector to ceiling mount 
bracket-use appropriate size for 
your equipment

Attach sliding extension to bracket 

Attach to ceiling 

Supports projector and allows for 
adjustments  

Basic length unit 

To connect the short/long rods and 
ceiling mount base

To screw up main body connector 
to ceiling mount base

-20mm length / 3mm & 4mm diameter 

Allows for proper heat distribution 

Adds to support for larger projector
size 

Adds to support for larger projector
size 

Basic length unit 

X2 
-25mm length / 6mm width

-12mm length / 6mm width


